
International MathematisTOURNAMENT OF THE TOWNSSenior O-Level Paper Fall 2011.1. Several guests at a round table are eating from a basket ontaining 2011 berries. Going inlokwise diretion, eah guest has eaten either twie as many berries as or six fewer berriesthan the next guest. Prove that not all the berries have been eaten.2. Peter buys a lottery tiket on whih he enters an n-digit number, none of the digits being 0.On the draw date, the lottery adminisrators will reveal an n � n table, eah ell ontainingone of the digits from 1 to 9. A tiket wins a prize if it does not math any row or olumnof this table, read in either diretion. Peter wants to bribe the admniistrators to reveal thedigits on some ells hosen by Peter, so that Peter an guarantee to have a winning tiket.What is the minimum number of digits Peter has to know?3. In a onvex quadrilateral ABCD, AB = 10; BC = 14; CD = 11 and DA = 5. Determinethe angle between its diagonals.4. Positive integers a < b <  are suh that b+ a is a multiple of b� a and + b is a multiple of� b. If a is a 2011-digit number and b is a 2012-digit number, exatly how many digits does have?5. In the plane are 10 lines in general position, whih means that no 2 are parallel and no 3 areonurrent. Where 2 lines interset, we measure the smaller of the two angles formed betweenthem. What is the maximum value of the sum of the measures of these 45 angles?Note: The problems are worth 3, 4, 4, 4 and 5 points respetively.



Solution to Senior O-Level Fall 20111. It is not possible for eah guest to eat six fewer berries than the next guest. Hene one ofthem has to eat twie as many, and therefore an even number of berries. Going now in theounter-lokwise diretion, the next guest eats either twie as many as or six fewer than thepreeding guest. It follows that every guest has eaten an even number of berries. Sine 2011is odd, not all the berries have been eaten.2. The minimum number is n. If Peter knows at most n� 1 of the digits, he will not know anydigit on one of the rows, and his tiket may math that row. On the other hand, if Peterknows every digit on a diagonal, he an guarantee to have a winning tiket. Let the digitson this diagonal be d1; d2; : : : ; dn. Peter an enter the digits t1; t2; : : : ; tn on his tiket suhthat neither tk nor tn+1�k mathes dk or dn+1�k for any k, 1 � k � n. Then his tiket annotmath the k-th row or the k-th olumn for any k in either diretion.3. Let AC and BD interset at O. Suppose the diagonals are not perpendiular to eah other.By symmetry, we may assume that 6 AOB = 6 COD < 90Æ. Then(OA2 +OB2) + (OC2 +OD2) > AB2 + CD2 = 221while (OD2 +OA2) + (OB2 +OC2) < DA2 +BC2 = 221:This is a ontradition. Hene both angles between the diagonals are 90Æ.4. Sine  > b,  has at least 2012 digits. We have b + a = k(b � a) for some integer k > 1.Hene a(k + 1) = b(k � 1), so that ba = k+1k�1 = 1 + 2k�1 � 3, with equality if and only if k = 2.Similarly, b � 3, so that a = b � ba � 9. Hene  < 10a. Sine a has 2011 digits,  has at most2012 digits. Sine b <  and b has 2012 digits, it follows that  has exatly 2012 digits.5. The answer is 25 � 90Æ = 2250Æ.Example. Consider 5 pairs of mutually perpendiular lines. Then the sum of two angles thatany line forms with two lines of another pair equals 90Æ. The angle inside a pair also equals90Æ. In total, we have 5 � 90Æ for eah line. Summing up the sums for all lines and dividingby 2 (sine eah angle was ounted twie), we get 10 � 5 � 90Æ=2. Estimate. We may parallelshift the 10 lines to make them onur not hanging the angles between them. Now form 5pairs from these lines so that two lines of any pair are separated by 4 other lines. Paint apair blue, and another pair red. Red lines divide eah angle between blue lines into two partssuh that the sum of four parts is 180Æ. These parts orrespond to pairs formed by a blueand a red line, the least angles in these pairs don't exeed these parts, hene the sum of theblue-red angles is not greater than 180Æ. We have 10 pairs of pairs, hene the sum of anglesbetween lines di�erent pairs doesn't exeed 10 � 180Æ. Eah angle between lines of the samepair doesn't exeed 90Æ. This implies the answer.


